Activist Soup: Collage bodies

Objectives
- Students will explore the work of 27 contemporary activists
- Students will collaborate to create a portrait of each activist
- Students will use a variety of materials to collage body portion of portrait

Grade Levels:
3rd-6th

Vocabulary and Terms
Activism, collage

Resources
List of activism definitions and accompanying activists

Materials
Stickers, gems, beads, small toys, pre-drawn outline of activist body

Procedures
1. Assign students an activist definition and person to read about and summarize in their own writing
2. Students present to the class on their activist
3. Give students paper with a pre-drawn outline of activist body
4. Have students use a light color tempera paint to fill in body, demonstrating how to use a different color for the various parts of the body
5. Demonstrate using collage materials to cover the paper
6. Students will use collage materials to fill in the paper, trying to not leave a lot of space showing below